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Greetings fellow surveyors, 
 
The calendar says “fall” but the thermometer says “middle of summer”. I sure hope everyone is being 
careful out there with the heat. The good news is that fall should be around the corner and the heat and 
humidity will drop, the leaves will fall off of the trees, and those “copper colored cotton mouth water 
rattlers” will have gone to bed ( for the most part anyway). That is the time of year that I know most of 
you look forward to as do I. It is a joy being out in the field during that time of year.  
 
Our profession is not for the faint of heart. On any given day we may be wadding neck deep in a swamp 
fighting mosquitos and snakes, trying to talk down an irate gun packing landowner, dodging heavy 
machinery on a construction site, and many other things that we face on a daily basis, but the one thing 
that scares me more than any other is a cell phone. 
 
At some point on just about every job we will be tying down road right of way or centerlines which put 
us in close proximity with traffic. Cell phones have made it to where any given vehicle is a missile that 
could be headed right for you. The fast pace world we live in now has caused us to be oblivious to 
everything when it comes to our notifications, texts or calls. Gone are the days when you could actually 
ride to town for a gallon of milk in peace and quiet. Our office, family, friends, everyone is riding on the 
seat beside you and can call at any time.  Just a couple of weeks ago there were 6 highway workers 
involved in accidents over the course of two days.  From what I have heard, cell phones played a major 
role in these accidents. Some of these guys were critical. One of the drivers lost their lives. None of the 
people involved in the accidents were surveyors, but they very well could have been.  
 
What I am asking you is this, “Is your life, your family’s life, a worker’s life, another motorist life or 
anyone’s life worth a text message or a phone call?” Please set the example for your families. Please tell 
you friends and associates how important it is to be safe when they are driving. Sometimes your “office” 
for the day is merely feet from 50 – 70 mile an hour traffic. Ask them how they would like it if you could 
drive within 2 feet of them when they are working while going 70 miles an hour and texting?  
 
I am sorry for sounding harsh but we have to inform the public and set the examples if we want things 
to change. 
 
On a happier note, don’t forget about the upcoming Standards and Ethics class in Flowood on November 
10th. If you need these hours please log on to our website and register or to find out more details. 
 
Thank you and be safe out there! 
 
Chad Ainsworth, PS 



Executive Director Message 
Debra Byrd 

It is hard to believe it is that time of year again. Ballots have already been mailed out, if you 
did not receive one by mail, please let me know.  Dues and convention forms will be mailed at 
the end of October; both are in this newsletter.    

We will be having the Ethics and standards workshop November 10, form in on the website 
and in the newsletter. This will be your last chance for 2018.  

The Annual convention is February 7 & 8, 2019, at the Vicksburg convention center. Our 
speaker will be Tony Nettelmen.  I hope to see everyone there.  

The summer Seminar will be in Biloxi at the Gold Nugget, July 19 & 20, 2019. We are still 
working on the agenda but I am sure it will be good.    

  If you take any pictures while you are surveying that you would be willing to share, I 
am always looking for Pictures for the cover of the newsletter. Just email them to me. 

     If you have any information that you would like to see in the next issue, please 
contact me.  
   The contact information for MAPS. 
Mailing Address   Phone Number Email:   
P. O. Box 3549 601-757-7691 maps4debra@bellouth.net 
Brookhaven, MS 

39603  

                    
                       MAPS CALENDAR 

October: MAPS Board Ballots 

November 10, 2019:  Ethic & Standards workshop 

February 7-8, 2019: 2018 MAPS Annual Convention 
Vicksburg Convention Center, Vicksburg, MS 

July 19 & 20, 2018: MAPS Summer Seminar 
Golden Nugget, Biloxi, MS 

mailto:maps4debra@bellouth.net


 

 

 

Dangers of Texting While Driving 
Dangerous behind-the-wheel practices lead to fatalities

Every day, more than 1,160 people are 
injured in crashes involving a distracted 
driver, according to the National 
Highway Traffic Safety Administration 
(NHTSA). In addition, the NHTSA claims 
that driver inattention is the leading 
contributor in most crashes or near-miss 
accidents in the United States. 

Inattention on the Road 
Of all crashes, over 90 percent involve 
driver inattention within a three-second 
window of the incident. The moral of the 
story: When motorists change radio 
stations, try to read maps or use their 
phones, they are putting themselves and 
others at risk. 

How Texting is Different 
The most prevalent danger on roadways 
is texting while driving. Texting requires 
a motorist’s full attention, which inhibits 
his or her ability to pay attention to the 
road. This concern is by no means 
limited to everyday drivers; inattention 
due to texting has caused many 
occupational drivers to be involved in 
deadly roadway crashes. Here are some 
tips to avoid distractions on the road: 

• Never use a cellphone in bad 
weather, work zones or heavy 
traffic. This includes the use of a 
hands-free device to make a 
call. 

• Pull over in a safe area if you 
absolutely need to use your 
phone. 

• Make all necessary calls before 
you start to drive. Also, consider 
setting up an automatic reply 
for when people call or text you 
while you’re driving. 

It’s Against the Law 
Most states have laws outlawing the use 
of cellphones and texting while driving. 
To avoid a ticket and a potentially 
dangerous accident, do not use your 
cellphone in any capacity while driving. 
Also, be sure to look up distracted 
driving rules that may be specific to your 
area or state. 
 

Be safe and healthy on the 
job at NSPS Member  
with these helpful tips 
provided by NSPS Insurance 
Program. 
 
 

“The NHTSA claims 
that driver 
inattention is the 
leading cause in 
most crashes or 
near-miss accidents 
in the United 
States.” 
 
 
This flyer is for informational purposes only and is not 
intended as medical or legal advice. 
 
© 2007-2010, 2014, 2017 Zywave, Inc. All rights 
reserved 

 
 
 
 

 
 



MAPS Board of Directors Minutes 
March 25, 2018 

Hilton Garden Inn – Flowood, MS 
 

 
The meeting was called to order by President Chad Ainsworth at 9:03 am, with all members present, 
except Mark Whitney & Blake Collins 
 
A motion was made by Mike Thornton to accept the minutes of the April 29, 2017 meeting and 
seconded by Bob Farley.  The motion carried unanimously. 
 
Tim Brewer presented the Treasurer’s Report in the form of a motion to accept as printed which was 
seconded by Mike Thornton.  The motion carried unanimously. 
 
Additions to the Agenda: Item E: NSPS Update  
 
Membership Applications: Approved 13 applications by email vote. 
 
OLD BUSINESS: 
 
A. Annual Convention 2018 – February 8 & 9, 2018   
1) Profit & Loss: Reviewed by Board 
2) Convention Questionnaires: Reviewed by Board. 
  
B. 2018 Summer Seminar   
1) The dates will be July 20 & 21 at the Oxford Convention Center 
2) Jeffrey Lucas Topics: The Board chose the following topics: Boundary Retracement (1/2 Day) & Going 
Solo (1/2 Day).  The Board also decided on the following Speakers: Joe Byrd (Legal Descriptions), Chad 
Ainsworth (Ethics), & Tim Brewer (Standards of Practice). 
 
C. Online Standards Test-New Questions 
Tim Brewer to revise Test with new questions. 
 
D.  Annual 2019 – February 7 & 8, 2019 
Tony Nettleton – Speaker:  Topics 
 1. Surveyors Report 
 2. Water Boundaries 
 3. Center of Section 
The Board also discussed the possibility of Mr. Nettleton providing the Ethics portion of the Seminar. 
 
E. NSPS 
1) NSPS Director Report 

(a) $10 Membership Dues Increase: Motion Tabled 
(b) Majority of NSPS Membership States Inclined to increase Dues. 
(c) Membership Meeting: 
 (1) Technician Membership & Classes  

(2) Wayne Harris commented on the Increase of Membership 
(d) Joe Byrd Committees: (1) Rules, Policy, & Procedure (2) Membership 
(e) CST Technician Exam (Sample Exam) 
 



2) NSPS Meeting  
(a) May 1 & 2, 2018: Executive Directors Meeting A motion was made by Bob Farley with a 2nd by 
Chris Pesnell for Ms. Byrd to attend. Motion Carried. 
(b) A motion was made by Bob Farley and a second by Larry Saucier to allow Ms. Byrd to pursue 
the Executive Director of the state affiliations’ Executive Directors with NSPS. Motion Passed 

 
 
New Business 
 
1. Northern District Board of Licensure Names for Appointment 
Mike Thornton, Clay Beckwith, & John Lott.  Approved by email. 
 
2. 811 Run 
A Motion was made by Chris Pesnell, 2nd by Larry Saucier to provide $500 Sponsorship.   Motion Passed. 
 
3. Next Meeting Saturday, July 21, 2018 @ Summer Seminar 
Rescheduled by email to 8:00 A. M., Friday July 20, 2018. 
 
4. Motion to Adjourn –Motion – Bob Farley / 2nd Chris Pesnell 
 
 
                                
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 



Reminisce Of An Old Surveyor, Part II 
Measuring Angles & Directions 

by 
Knud E. Hermansen 

P.L.S., P.E., Ph.D., Esq. 

I have been surveying for around half a century. When I started surveying the equipment 
used was little different from the equipment used by surveyors for over 200 years. In fact, 
many surveyors used the equipment left to them by their grandfathers and fathers. In these 
present times, I believe most surveyors replace their equipment every ten years or less. 

This is the second article on surveying equipment and procedures that are now relegated 
to history. I believe I am the last generation of surveyors to have practiced the profession 
using what is now historical equipment and procedures. I believe it helpful for the modern 
surveyor, when retracing boundaries, to know what the previous surveyor used. Perhaps it 
will provide a better explanation for the precision of the record measurements and how far 
to look ‘afield’ for the monuments after applying the record measurements to the site. 

I will say that my first experience measuring directions and angles was as a Marine with the 
2nd Topographic Platoon. We used Wild T-2s and even T-3s most of the time. Occasionally, 
we had to use Wild T16s or transits when doing some construction layout. Once I departed 
from the Marines and went into private practice, my employers mostly used compasses and 
transits. One employer did have a theodolite. 

Wild T-2s and T-3s were very rare among private surveyors so I will not take up much 
space on paper discussing these remarkable instruments. The T-2s could measure an angle 
to the nearest second of arc using a micrometer. The T-3 could measure to the nearest 
tenth of a second of arc. With the T-3s I have sighted targets almost 30 miles distant. While 
the T-2s had optical plummets, the T-3s that we used did not. The T-3s required a plumb 
bob suspended under the instrument in order to put the instrument over the control 
station. Many of these instruments had an inverted image. What I mean is that the object 
viewed was upside down when looking through the scope optics. Setting the zero on the 
instrument required some finesse that I will not describe for the reason I have previously 
stated. 

The common instrument to measure angles and directions at the time I began surveying in 
private practice was the transit. All surveyors, even the modern surveyor, has probably 
seen a transit - usually on the table at the historical equipment booth found at the annual 
professional meeting. Transits can be very handsome with their shined brass or the black 
and brass contrast. 

I did use the compass often, though not the large compass employed by Washington, 
Lincoln, Jefferson and the other surveyors in the 1700 and 1800s. The compass I employed 
in years past was a smaller version compass. They were known as the Sipe’s compass 
named after F. Henry Sipe.  Henry was licensed surveyor #1 in West Virginia. He was a fine 
gentlemen that I had the pleasure to know and had many conversations with before his 
departure from the living.  

The compass was used during my early years to perform a reconnaissance to set up the 
boundary survey and look for evidence in the field. At the time it was thought the best way 



to follow in the footsteps of the original surveyor is to use the equipment employed by the 
original surveyor. I still think this to be true but time constraints of the modern survey 
practice have curtailed or eliminated much of the reconnaissance practiced in the past 
using the compass. Of course, using a compass for reconnaissance work was often coupled 
with a tape that was dragged along making no effort to correct for slope and such. I 
suppose many of the original surveyors did not concern themselves with slope corrections 
either. It is through this effort that original corner monuments were found along with old 
blazes and wire remnants on the ground and in trees. Resting stones for split rail fences 
could often be found by the diligent surveyor. These objects and discoveries were all 
marked for inclusion in the traverse that followed the reconnaissance.  

The compass I used was mounted on a wooden pole known as a Jacob’s staff. The end of the 
pole was metal. This end was pushed into the ground. The vanes or pointing columns of the 
compass were raised to reveal the face of the compass. The top of the Jacob’s staff was 
swayed until the bubbles on the compass indicated the compass was level. At this point the 
needle was released to float and point toward the magnetic north or the machete, tape, 
pocket pen, or other metal held too close to the compass needle as so often occurred.  

Speaking of local attractions to the compass needle, I will state that more than a few times, I 
used the compass to locate a buried pin under the ground by slowly moving the compass 
across the ground surface and looking for a twitch in the compass needle. I will remind my 
younger colleagues that metal detectors were not available when I first began practicing 
surveying. I will elucidate in some later article on the dip needle that preceded the metal 
detector. 

Having released the compass needle from its mechanical constraints, the surveyor would 
wait for the needle to settle down. The compass needle was a contrary pointer much like a 
five year old with too much energy. I often voiced my thoughts to the needle in order to 
hurry the needle toward a decision. The needle always ignored my advice. 

Once the needle decided to rest without skittering, the compass could then be rotated to 
read the bearing that was desired. At some point during a survey-apprentice’s first 
acquaintance with a surveyor’s compass the user realizes that east and west are reversed 
on the face of the compass - the east mark being to the left of north and west being to the 
right of north. This is not a design flaw. This allows the compass reading to be made 
directly off the pointing of the compass. I suppose I can try to explain how this works but I 
believe an explanation would be better understood if left to the person that is at the 
historical survey equipment display to explain this layout by actually showing the results 
using an actual compass. 

The direction was then set on the compass. The vanes of the compass were sighted through 
in order to spy some object to align with and the measurements made with the tape to 
reach the object selected. Once the far object was reached, the compass was uprooted from 
the ground and the surveyor headed for the object to repeat the process. Woe be to the 
compass operator who did not collapse the vanes and did not fasten down the needle or 
brake the needle before uprooting the compass. Failure to fasten the needle would cause 
the pivot or spindle to be bent and the compass to err in its next pointing or perhaps not to 
point at all. 



It is my experience and observation to state that the very best compass could measure the 
arc to the nearest quarter of a degree. The compass I used for reconnaissance would 
measure to the nearest degree. I will speak no more on the vagrancies of the compass and 
the magnetic needle since those probably deserve their own article. It is worth mentioning 
that many compasses had a personality of their own such that two compasses placed over 
the same point and pointed toward the same object could vary in their direction by as 
much as a degree or so. In early texts explaining the subject of surveying with the compass, 
the surveyor was cautioned to know the temperament of their compass. Many states had 
laws requiring the surveyor to set their compass over a designated stone and point to 
another stone in order to check the peculiarity of their compass. 

Switching to the transit, I must first introduce the tripod the transit set upon. It was 
wooden, made from heavy wood such as oak. The legs of the transit tripod could not be 
adjusted in length. It was using great skill that a transit was placed over a point upon a 
hillside and still be leveled. The fastening ring for the transit upon the tripod was large and 
often as not gave me some difficulty in getting the threads to start. My difficulty oftentimes 
being caused by the small chain and hook that hung from the bottom of the transit upon 
which the plumb bob was hung. It seems this chain was always in the way of the thread 
when first placing the transit upon the tripod.  

Without adjustable legs, a good deal of pushing and prodding of the legs into the ground 
took place in order to position the suspended plumb bob over the point. Having been a 
Marine, a few cuss words were used as well to gain some cooperation from the tripod legs. 
Numerous minutes of time were lost during the work day on this endeavor. A little grace 
was provided in this procedure by loosening one leveling screw in each of the two 
directions thereby allowing the transit to be shifted around an inch or so without wrestling 
with the tripod. 

Having positioned the transit over the point, the next task was to level the transit. Some of 
the last transits commercially produced had three leveling screws but the ones I used had 
four leveling screws. Great care had to be exerted to balance opposing screws during the 
process of leveling the transit. Failure to exert the care required would leave one screw too 
loose resulting in the instrument wobbling along the axis. Too tight and there was a torque 
introduced or the brass threads were stripped. As I was often told, the screws had to be 
snug when the leveling process was complete. The transits I used had two plate bubbles, 
their axis perpendicular to the other, revealing the level of the transit in perpendicular 
directions. 

Once the transit was leveled, the instrument plates had to be set to zero. This involved 
releasing the upper and lower motions of the transit and spinning the plate around using 
the fingers until a zero was approximately reached on the plates. The upper motion was 
then locked and the upper slow motion used to set the zero to a tolerance possible with the 
instrument. The lower motion remained loose until the instrument was sighted on the 
backsight target. The lower motion was used to put the cross-hairs on the target since the 
lower motion did not affect the reading on the plates. 

In mentioning the upper and lower motions, I have introduced a common mechanism that 
has disappeared from the modern instrument that I do not wish to explore to a great 



extent. Both the upper motion and lower motion had a release knob and a slow motion 
knob. Both knobs control the horizontal rotation of the transit. The lower knobs would do 
so without changing the reading on the plates. The upper knobs would change the reading 
of the plates. The lower knobs were used to point to a target without changing the angle 
reading. No one who used the transit can say they did not use the wrong knob from time to 
time. The problem arises because the person is looking through the optics while wishing to 
move the cross-hairs on to the target. Their hands grasp for a knob while they look through 
the scope. Of course either slow-motion knob will move the scope. The mistake is realized 
when they have aligned the cross-hairs on the target and look at the plates. The mistake is 
usually discovered at this time and some cuss words often escaped from the lips. This 
mistake always seemed to occur when attempting to double the angle, requiring the 
instrument operator to begin the tedious process of measuring the angle all over again. 

The angle on the transit was read using one of two windows found around the ring of the 
transit. One was known as the A Vernier and the second known as the B Vernier.  The 
windows were 180 degrees opposite or should be if the instrument was in good temper - 
the letters A or B being found in the window at the Vernier scale. Looking into the window, 
two rings of etched lines and numbers could be viewed. There was an inner ring and outer 
ring. The outer ring was the Vernier.  

I will avoid attempting to describe the process of reading the transit plates and Vernier. I 
do not believe I could do the process any justice unless the reader was looking in the 
window of the transit while an explanation is made. The process involved remembering in 
which direction the instrument is rotated and finding where a line on the inner plate 
coincides with a line on the outer plate. Lines and spaces are counted. The reading from the 
inner plate is added to the outer plate to arrive at an angle. The lines and spaces had 
different values depending on the ‘least count’ of the instrument. 

If a surveyor spent their entire career reading the transit, I expect one eye would be bigger 
than the other eye given the strain on the eye spent finding a coincident line between the 
primary and Vernier plates. Even in my younger days when my eyes were in the peak of 
fitness, I often employed the magnifying glass that was tied by a string to the transit 
standard.  

One employer was very proud of the fact his transit could read to the nearest 15 seconds. I 
think it is easier to follow a spider’s tracks than determine which of the numerous lines on 
a 15 second transit coincides. Needless to say the effort spent obtaining an angle took 
considerably more time than current practice with modern instruments.  

Many modern instruments will not give a reading if the instrument is not leveled. I can say 
without hesitation, from numerous testings that I have partaken, that there was no 
impediment in reading a transit that was not level. I will not admit to making that mistake 
but I have observed numerous instrument persons do so.  

I should also mention that the transits I used had a compass within the center of the transit 
that could be very helpful when retracing old boundaries or giving a magnetic direction to 
start a traverse. 

I will close my reminisce about the transit by saying it also had a direct and Vernier plate 
allowing the instrument to read a vertical angle. For the surveyor that wished to use their 



transit as a level, there was a large plate level parallel with the scope. Once this was leveled, 
the scope was level, assuming there was no instrument deficiency.  

I wish to point out that contrary to measuring a zenith angle, the vertical angle required the 
instrument operator to include a plus or minus sign to be associated with the angle. The 
plus or minus sign would indicate if the scope was pointing up (+) or down (-) from the 
horizontal when the vertical angle was read.  

I remember expressing my surprise to a survey crew chief after he returned from a 
topographic survey. My surprise came about when I presumed that he had managed to find 
the lowest spot to set up the instrument on that particular day since every vertical angle 
that was recorded in the field book was positive. Unfortunately, the instrument was not at 
the lowest spot. It was a day wasted since his memory was not sufficient to differentiate the 
negative angles from the entire list of positive angles that were recorded in the field book. 

I will close this reminisce without delving into procedures that were employed to double 
the angle that should have been done but was often omitted in an effort to hurry the 
completion of the survey. 

 

 

 

 



PURE SURVEYING
Sure, the GS16's intelligent technology has tree canopies, bridges, and 
urban canyons for breakfast. But it is really the Captivate interface that 
makes technology feel human again.

CS20 Controller

High Accuracy 
& Precision

GS16 Smart Antenna

Powerful
Processing

Artificial
Intelligence

Light
Weight

gnss.leica-geosystems.us

For more information please contact: 
Jeff Posey
jeff.posey@leicaus.com
205-567-6621



Mississippi Association of Professional Surveyors 

2018 Ethics and Mississippi Standards Workshop 

Hilton Garden Inn, Flowood, MS 

November 10, 2018 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Seating is limited. Pre-Register early. Registration at the door will be on space available. 

 

  Name:: ______________________________________________________________________________ 

  

  Address::______________________________________________________________________________ 

  

  PLS/PE#:____________________________Phone::___________________________________________ 

    

  Email::________________________________________________________________________________ 

  

Please return this form along with your payment to: 

Mississippi Association of Professional Surveyors 

P. O Box 3549, Brookhaven, MS 39603 

Phone: 601-757-7691               

Website: mississippisurveyor.com             email: maps4debra@bellsouth.net   

Registration for November 10, 2018 Workshop  

Saturday, November 10   2 PDH   $75                                      

  Workshop is from 10-12                      

 

                                                                              

     

                                                                             Total $ _______________ 

Must have a minimum of 20 for each workshop.   

 

This workshop will have:  

 Ethics for Surveyors and Standards of 
Practice for Land Surveying in the 
State of Mississippi 

 

Must have 20 people to have the  
workshop. 
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With 300% increase in channel availability
and Topcon’s exclusive Universal Tracking
technology, the HiPer V is ready to increase
your productivity.

Featuring Vanguard Technology:
• 226 Channel Vanguard Technology
• Fence Antenna technology for superior signal tracking
• New internal Bluetooth Technology
• New HSPA faster modem models available

HiPerV
Base/Rover Production Tool

Robotic Total Stations

On-Demand Remote allows for rapid prism search no matter your
position. A built-in directional sensor constantly monitors the prism 
movement so the PS can turn left or right whichever direction is closer.

Topcon RC-5 

PS Series Robotic Total Stations
Advanced Design with Superior Technology

The PS is a professional grade robotic total station. This advanced 
design provides an onboard data collection interface, exclusive
LongLink™ communication, and an incredibly powerful EDM.

Giving you competitive pricing by stocking 
over 1,000 supplies and accessories. 

1-800-251-1280 or www.hayesinstrument.com

Compact, cable-free solution with 
Vanguard Technology for all GNSS 

positioning applications.

We Ship Same Day!

“WE ARE THE MOST COMPETITIVELY PRICED 
DEALER IN THE SURVEYING BUSINESS!

* Price shown with asterisk
indicates a 60 Month Lease with
a two month monetary payment
up-front. Access to equipment is
given after lease has been signed
and monetary requirements met. 

Order at 1-800-251-1280 or www.hayesinstrument.com

As Low As

*$386.12
Per Month

Does Not Include 
Data Collector

As Low As

*$113.81
Per Month

Network Only
Rover

$11,629.00

Become a
“Loyal Customer”...

Then enjoy your rewards
throughout the year.

Hayes
Your 

Reward
Card

$20.00

Hayes Instrument Company
Discount good when applied to your Hayes Instrument Company

purchase of $100.00 or more online or by phone.

Only one discount per customer or company will be accepted.

Reward card can be applied or combined with any  

promotional offers on equipment or field accessories.

Expires April 30, 2016.

Midweek Markdown 
 Wednesday emails 

offer promotional deals 
with big savings.

Join the list today and start
 saving in so many ways.

1-800-251-1280

www.hayesinstrument.com

The Market Leader
 in Everyday low pricing!

Use Today!

No. 010116
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MAPS 2019 Annual Convention Agenda 
Vicksburg Convention Center  

 
 
Thursday, February 7, 2019                          
 
7:00 AM    REGISTRATION 
 
7:30 AM    Water Boundaries 
                                                
                   Tony Nettleman                       (PDH: 2.0)  
 
9.30 AM   Break/View Exhibits 
  
10:00 AM   Water Boundaries 
                                                
                   Tony Nettleman                       (PDH: 2.0) 
 
12:00 PM   Lunch/View Exhibits-  
                  Lunch Included with Registration 
 
  
1:00 PM     The Surveyor’s Report 
  
                  Tony Nettleman                       (PDH: 2.0)  
 
                   
 
3:00 PM    Break/View Exhibits  
 
3:30 PM   The Surveyor’s Report 
  
                  Tony Nettleman                       (PDH: 2.0)  
 
 
                   
      
5.30 PM     ADJOURN 
 
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Friday, February 8, 2019 
                         
   7:00 AM    REGISTRATION 
 
   7:00 AM   LA Standards   - Joe Byrd - (PDH: 1.0) 
 
  8:00 AM    The Elusive Center of Section 
  
                  Tony Nettleman                       (PDH: 2.0)  
                                               
        
   10:00 AM   Break/View Exhibits 
 
  
  10:30 AM   The Elusive Center of Section 
  
                  Tony Nettleman                       (PDH: 2.0)  
                                               
                     
   12:30 PM   Lunch/View Exhibits- 
                     Lunch Included with Registration  
 
  
   1:30 PM   Ethics  
                   Tony Nettleman                       (PDH: 1.0) 
 
 
   2:30 PM Standards of Practice                                                  
                        Joe Byrd, PS                 (PDH: 1.0) 
 
                  
3:30 PM    Break/View Exhibits 
 
 
4:00 PM   MAPS General Membership Meeting                                                                                        
                                         (PDH: 1.0) 
 
5:00 PM     ADJOURN 
 
           
        

                 Hotel Details  
Please mention you are with: Mississippi Association of 
Professional Surveyors or MAPS for special group rate. 
You will need to make your reservation by January 20, 
2019. 

Hampton Inn (Group code MAP )          
 601- 636-6100    
3330 Clay Street 
Vicksburg, MS    39180 
                                            



MAPS 2019 ANNUAL CONVENTION REGISTRATION FORM 

February 7 - 8, 2019, Vicksburg Convention Center, Vicksburg, MS 
 
 

 
      MAPS Member Seminar Registration Fees: 

  

  

  

  

  

 

Member – Full Seminar Package*   15 PDH                            $300.oo        $_________ 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Thursday only                                              8 PDH                        $150.00        $__________ 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Friday only                                                    7  PDH                            $150.00        $_________ 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Student Member – Full Package                      $75.00       $__________ 

Check if you have been licensed 5 years or less                   Yes________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 Louisiana Standards of Practice                                             Yes________ 
Must have 10 or more to have this class 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
Late Registration after January 20, 2019                  add $50.00         $__________ 
  

 

Non-Member -Full Seminar Package*  15 PDH                      $500.oo        $_________ 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Thursday only                                                    8 PDH                       $250.00        $_________ 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Friday only                                                           7 PDH                       $250.00        $_________ 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Student – Full Package                                                                       $100.00        $_________ 

 
 

Please mail this form 
in with payment.  

Or  
Email Form & pay 

online. 
 

You will not be 
registered for the 
convention until 

payment has been 
received. 

  
You will receive a total 
of 15PDH for the full 
seminar. Each day’s 
PDH is as shown on 
registration form.                                                               Total Fees Paid: _____________ 

NO REFUNDS AFTER: January 15, 2019 
 

 
Seating is limited. Pre-Register early. Registration at the door will be based on space available. 

 
  Name for Badge: ______________________________________________________________________________ 

Company Name for Badge: _________________________________________________________________ 

  MS PLS #: ____________________________ 

  Email: ________________________________________________________________________________ 

Please return this form along with your payment to: 

Mississippi Association of Professional Surveyors 

P. O Box 3549, Brookhaven, MS 39603 

Phone: 601-757-7691               

Website: mississippisurveyor.com             email: maps4debra@bellsouth.net   

  

 

      Non-Member Seminar Registration Fees: 
     

 

* Full Package Includes: 

Registration for 
Thursday and Friday  

Seminar  

 

 

Lunch is Included with 
registration for 
Thursday and/or Friday   



We’ve got your back,
every step of the way.

Equipment Sales  |  Accessories  |  Field Supplies  |   Rentals  |  Service  |  Support

Training  |  Used Equipment   |  Custom Cases & Cables  |  Software Solutions

V I S I T  O U R  S I T E  

neigps.com 
C A L L  U S  TO L L  F R E E

800.949.1446

Trimble SX10: A true 
TOTAL station. 

Boost productivity. Reduce 
costs. Expand opportunities.

MD4 1000
Microdrone 

Streamline your work and 
dramatically improve efficiency.

Survey Differently
Mississippi: Change the way you survey 
with our advanced data collection solutions.

With over 30 years in the business, keep peace of mind knowing 
we are dedicated to your success with innovative customized 
solutions, products, advanced training & insights you need to stay 
on top of your world.

Please contact us for pricing:

Robert Martin
Robert_Martin@neigps.com

501.681.7779

William Poche
William_Poche@neigps.com

337.237.1413



 
 

                                      
                              Mississippi Association of Professional Surveyors 

Post Office Box 3549, Brookhaven, Mississippi 39603  
Phone (601) 757-7691  

Email: maps4debra@bellsouth.net   Website: www.mississippisurveyor.com 
 

 
 
MEMBER DUES and MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION STATEMENT 
 
PLEASE COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING: 
 
Name: ________________________________________________           MS PS    Number _____________ 
              First                                                    Last                                       MS PE   Number _____________ 
 
Address: ________________________________________________________________________ 
                            Street                                                           
                ________________________________________________________ County ____________________  
                          City & State                                                          Zip Code 
 
Email: ___________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
CLASS OF MEMBERSHIP-                                                                            Check One  
                                                                      
REGULAR MEMBER:                                                                                             Annual Dues $ 150.00 
A registered surveyor in the state of Mississippi (includes NSPS Membership dues) 
 
NON- RESIDENT REGULAR MEMBER:                                                             Annual Dues $ 110.00 
Surveyors registered in the State of Mississippi, but not a resident of Mississippi. 
 
 NON- RESIDENT REGULAR MEMBER (WITH NSPS MEMBERSHIP):                 Annual Dues $ 150.00 
 
ASSOCIATE MEMBER:                                                                                          Annual Dues $ 60.00 
Any person registered as a Surveyor Intern (SI) or interested in becoming licensed  
as a Professional Surveyor, one engaged in surveying or related work. 

 
ASSOCIATE MEMBER (WITH NSPS):                                                                      Annual Dues $ 100.00 
 Associate member that would like to be a NSPS member  
 
STUDENT MEMBER:                                                                                               Annual Dues $ 20.00 
  Any person, who is enrolled as a full-time student (taking a minimum of 12 semester hours) at any  
  school in the State of Mississippi, or enrolled in high school. (includes NSPS Student Membership dues) 
 
 

• Membership dues are payable on January 1 and must be paid prior to February 1 each year. If the dues are not 
received by or postmarked by January 15, a 25% late fee will be assessed. If the dues are not received by 
 February 15, the membership will be considered inactive.   
 

• I agree to abide by the By-Laws and Constitution for the Mississippi Association of Professional Surveyors. 
 
 

 
Signature        Date____________ Year __________                                                                                                                              

 
 

mailto:maps4debra@bellsouth.net
http://www.mississippisurveyor.com/


Earl Dudley, Inc. and Topcon offers

The Ultimate Robotic Total Station
“Total Package”

Maximize your Measurement and Field Performance by

Combining the Best of Both Worlds in Robotic Optical 

Measurements and GNSS RTK Network Rover.

5352 First Avenue North

Birmingham, AL 35212

205-595-3796 
www.earldudley.com

The professional mapping UAV
Use this fully autonomous UAV to capture high-
resolution aerial photos that transforms into
accurate 2D orthomosaics and 3D point clouds.

4 reasons 
to choose an eBee Plus RTK

• Full RTK/PPK available

• Survey grade data     

• Multiple sensors available     

• No Flying skills required

Featuring: 

• Less than 60 day R.O.I.

• 20MP Still Camera

• Map 400 acres on one battery

• Low liability light weight design

Earl Dudley, Inc. Repair Service Offers...

Restore factory lubricants for smoother operation; Clean Optics and Mechanical
Drive Systems; Instrument Case Repair and Cleaning; Firmware Updates; Data 
Collection Software Updates and Upgrades; along with Calibrate Optical Plummets.

A family of software solutions that streamlines 
the workflow for surveyors,contractors, engineers and 
mapping professionals.

For more information contact our knowledgeable sales team today!
Call 1.800.476.4312 or e-mail us at www.earldudley.com

GT Robot Features:

• 180 Degree/Sec

Rotation Speed

• 1mm EDM Accuracy

• Magnet Field On Board

• Ultrasonic Drive Motors

• Small & Lightweight

• 5 year guarantee

“Let Earl Dudley Help 
your Business Soar.”“Topcon's unique Hybrid

Positioning solution

combine GNSS, optical,

and automated data

work flow offering the

ultimate in flexible and

non-stop production”

The Total Package Hybrid Revised 022518_Layout 1  3/22/18  4:05 PM  Page 1



 
BUSINESS MEMBERSHIPS  

 These are the 2018 Business Members of MAPS. We would like to thank 

these businesses for there support of MAPS. If your Business is interested 

in becoming a Business member, please fill out a membership application 

and mail in with fee .  

    Patrick Martino, PLS 

    13010 Kayleigh Cove 

     Biloxi, MS  39532 



 
Mississippi Association of Professional Surveyors                                                       
Post Office Box 3549                                           
Brookhaven, Mississippi 39603                                                            
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